
Daven Skyfe would realize he is outclassed and seek assistance. Many times, he would wait
alone in a darkened restaurant, until he was joined by a sartorially-conscious sentient in dark
shades. The two might speak solely in euphemisms, just above the soft strains of hallikset
music, until the sentient said something like, “sounds dangerous,” “pick a number,” or
sometimes, “how much.” Daven would then slide a scrap of paper across the table. Reading
from it, the sentient would realize they had been handed an IOU.

After failing to recruit a high-class assassin by playing on their sympathy for his financial
situation, Daven would commit to a riskier, less intelligent plan. This plan would require a
BlasTech Ec-17 Hold-Out Blaster, an A/KT Stun Gun, an energy shield, and one, battered
Starhawk Speeder Bike.

His primary concerns would be Alaisy Tir’eivra’s far-superior melee capabilities, and her
grenades. While an aquarium or an asteroid-based mining facility might reduce the risk of her
using thermal detonators or impact grenades, her penchant for dioxis grenades is
well-documented in Clan Arcona’s dossier on the Sith woman. This, combined with a perceived
need to keep his distance, would decide him to try and lure Alaisy into a wide-open, outdoor
area.

‘Plan A’ would involve constant surveillance until, hopefully, Alaisy either let her guard down, or
became separated from her droid, H8U2-MF. If the impossible happened, and her guard
dropped, he would ambush the Sith. When such a circumstance failed to arise naturally before
his nerve broke, Daven would attempt a drive-by kidnapping. His logic(?) would be that, since
Force-users can react to faraway dangers such as that represented by hidden snipers, a
close-range ambush is automatically more likely to catch one off-guard.

If Alaisy reacted immediately to his presence, he would hope she employed the Chromium
Spine against him, as he could activate his energy shield right before attempting to fire, if
speeding-by within melee range. His primary defense at this stage would be the sheer speed of
his passage. If Alaisy deployed Worship, Rip or Tear, or any of her other non-lightsaber methods
of attack and was faster, he might hope she merely injured him, so that ‘Plan Q,’ the ol’
beg-and-plead, might be put into rapid effect.

His goal would be for her to pursue him, either for capturing H8U2-MF, or for the failed attempt
on her droid. Given this outcome, he would implement ‘Plan B.’ Alternatively, if he escaped, he
could assume his speed meant she did not glimpse his face, and that he was free to spend a
few days planning a new attack without fear of reprisal in the meantime.

In ’Plan B,’ Daven would lead Alaisy to an outdoor area he chose beforehand. He would rely on
available cover to protect himself against thermal detonators, impact grenades, and force
lightning. He would bank on the gas from her dioxin grenades dispersing quickly outdoors.

Intending to fight a running battle, Daven would rely on his sharp senses and mental fortitude,
and the breathing room he gained from using cover, to reduce the effects of her fear-based



powers. Every time he felt his terror lessen, knowing from her file of Alaisy’s tendency to expend
considerable energy on these psychic attacks, he would infer she was distracted by an attempt
to pull energy from the Living Force. He would shoot back exclusively at these moments.
Otherwise, he would never peek out of cover, to protect his body and his sanity from attack.

Overall, ‘Plan B’ would be based on the assumption that his energy-conservative (lazy) tactics
ensured she tired faster, and that he would hear creaking latex and the jangle of metal if she
drew near his present hiding spot at a given moment.

If he failed to incapacitate H8U2-MF as per the original plan, and was at any point thereafter
closer to the droid than Alaisy, he could implement ‘Plan B.1’ and use his A/KT. Likewise, if
H8U2-MF was not captured but did not close in, then instead of focusing his attacks during the
lulls as aforementioned on Alaisy, he might aim only at her droid, and only with the stun gun. If
he stunned H8U2-MF, this might encourage Alaisy to follow him away from the droid’s location.
He would suppose if she did not care much for her droid, Alaisy would abandon her with
minimal hesitation, and that if the woman did care, she would follow him all the same, and he
would have an infuriated Sith on his tail for a few minutes at most.

Relying on his powers of stealth and hoping, since every plan after ‘A’ was more about survival
than defeating the target, that she did not simply sense his presence through the Force and
pinpoint his exact location, he would lead her away from H8U2-MF and then attempt to
double-back, slip past his pursuer and hold her droid hostage as originally intended.

At this point, terrified by Alaisy’s utter indefatigability, he would place the BlasTech to
H8U2-MF’s head and attempt to negotiate. “I’d like to try to kill you again tomorrow, when I’ll
have a clue what I’m doing,” are words that might come out of his mouth. Alaisy would then gut
him, and he would die in agony.


